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This is Tightbeam, Nov.-Dec., 1970» #64, the letter column of the National Fan
tasy Fan Federation. Tightbeam is published f QFCthe N3F by Gary H. Labowitz,
1100 Betzwood Drive, Norristown’, Fa. 19401 to whom letters may be sent for for
warding to the next editor. Tightbeam is published more-or-less bi-monthly
and is distributed free to members of .the
and for trade of other science
fiction fanzines. Persons mentioned in passing are invited to comment, regard
less of membership status, if so inclined.
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Well, it's been a long and interesting editorship of Tightbeam. I must
admit it isi much too much work, but that probably stems from my general state
of confusion. Looking back over the last issues (I dug them out back al 1 the
way to 1954) I-feel that I've managed an even level of production, even though
I can't claim the best of the lot. On the other hand I don't feel the issues
I've handled were the worst of the lot, either. So, in one sense, I'm getting
out even.Io

This is the proper place to thank everyone who helped, mostly in little
ways
not the least of which was encouragement — and to the many letter writers
who have really made it possible to publish Tightbeam. I can only" add the best
of luck ’to whoever takes Tightbeam over. I'm sure he will make as many friends
as I have...r,
.....
'It's also that time of year to feel more peaceful than otherwise (though
why I don't know) so if you dig that sort of thing I'll wish you much good
fanac in the coming year and hope you have a pleasant winter season.

All letters sent to me will be forwarded to whomever the new editor turns
out to be, so feel free to send them here for an issue or two, until you get
the new address. I will continue to publish the roster and fanzine market
listing, you please keep me advised of your address changes.
Keep smiling,. /Q
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h^ve 'Sade
Vnciear inf -thd Wt TB. .1 Oppose I am guilty of • :
y H®^/^!?~stdriesr.arid too many English new Wavists. Let’s'
'
dr°P the entire’ subject7 -"-On ^'serious side.- I recommend’R.A. Lafferty’s book
storaes 92£ Grandmothers. I wasn’t much of !a Lafferty fan before. ..
; I’m converted?^
"b°Ok ^yeS’
’ 1 r®ad erl<^SFi to '.evaluate thebdok)’
r

R1 i «!h?JS«anyd?e+PiS?®d, \ °Opy °f the Sept * -°ct ’ Galaxy? It has James
Blish s sequel to Black Easter in addition to Heinlein’s serial (which is
coming along nicely)." Blish’s story is fun to read.,. It’s got -a few invokes
included in the story such as the priest by the name .of Fr. Atheling, a
‘ Father Boucher, a Father Sehaleney, etc. The ending .is .a hell of an ending.
J?5ni JVPxe+Ce: 1 aPol°Size for using the term He'rx> I meant it to be
respectful but I suppose the tones of the letter belied the wo.rd. Europeans
especially Germans, use titles: such as Herr as a means of respect. Seriously
John, thanks for confinning my thoughts concerning B'alTard' and A’ldiss. I think
Moorcock made a bad mistake in trying to cal! theW a movement;*.' ‘ Xn addition
I was unaware that you didn’t appreciate A Strain’ that much. A Strain is crap
trying to masquerade as SF. In fact, many critics- called- it- 41 good SF.” New
York Times Book Review critic (which I’m sure* you-’ve- seen-)- called the book a
-masterpiece of knowledge fiction.A I: notice, that, there, are going to be at
least three good sf stories or novels available, for. .the. Nebula, next-year.
:Heinlein’s novel, Clement’s sequel to Mission, pf, frrayity. that, has, concluded in
Analog, and Gordon Dickson’s novel coining up in Analog. I’m prejudging Dickson’s
!novel because he always (like Clement) does a workmanlike job in writing.

«„O4+Vard?Pan: Bob’ I think you’ve caught me. I won’t try and restate my
position the way I had it in the past TB. Instead I’ll modify my thoughts by
Sa^Rg
?t»ject to the way people attempt to force favorites to a vote by
using vote buying tactics. I, like Gary, object to the idea of anyone voting
u-HuSo.t0 Joe Schultz because he’s won before or because he hasn’t won
despite his being on the ballot constantly.
;
•
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I suggest that the SheepDip award bevreinstituted again this year. I
suggest that there should be multi-recipients of said award. The two main
^lpients should be N**Man SP**r*d for B** J**K Barren, and V.B*De for his
SMUT spot in G*&axy a few months back.' In the case of the latter, I do not
1?yid a blt °f bf^di;n®ss and sex, but I do object to it being openly flaunted
P1 a
Bode wants to do stuff like that, O.K. thaVs his privilege.
But I thinks he ought to sell stuff like that to a mans’ magazine. Spinrad
deserves an award for- his cutting down of SF fandom in a girlie mdg. I suggest
+^a^!,tSJer Spinrad
UP a little and stop berating fans. HE doesn’t have
to sink to a level of the 2nd F***Dation***s and -individuals such as DEIAP who
haVe a dlsl:Lke for talent such as Harlan Ellison, Piers Anthony and U
//On
other hand, I-found Bode’s work hi shiv eniovablA T cimniv •_ . ,
analysisaof^thp°
Spinrad book batted -500 with me. I felt that Spinrad’s
analysis of the meaning of power and its use by Jack Barron in the media. ' ’
(psyc o ogical pressure backed by the mob-action masses) was right and to
the K£?hir H°w^er> the reactions of his characters seemed out of linewith
Sni
?f their world. Even the hard boiled Jack Barron, who i^nobody’s ’

mtES??
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En joyed Ti^itbeam 60 & 61* They seem to be getting;shorter, but the
comments are i^e ^hoiight out and not just trite, gibberish.
■ //TB only prints vivid, novel.well-thoughtout gibberish.

ghl//

h

The decline and fall of Amazing and Fantastic is a catastrophic event
occuring right before our own eye,s. If,one follows Ted White’s editorials,
the end appears to be approaching rapidly.....
.,

Ted White’s assuming command was cheered by all and there is no question
that his editorship has spurted much hew,, tiffinto a very; Sick pub. The features
have really come alive and are not just 'fiHer. The Storied.are good and worth
the money; The magazines are definiteiy; mi planted and, provide many hours
of solid enjoyment. However, some of we tacrtic®- used to delay the seendi^gly
inevitable are questionable and not worthy of the Gernsback heritage. Witness
the article- on fans smoking marijuana; the5 Fantasy’ Illustrated feature (which
finally appeared) ; the continual crying! bn the- readers’ shoulders in the
editorials; cheap import covers (now remedied)’; and the merger of Fantastic
into a more straight Science Fiction realm.< ;
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Just as Rome, .England, the Saturday Evening Post, Wierd Tales, and Penn
Central have bit the dust, so it seems must one of the science,fiction legends.
Amazing was a first — it is an institution. It has been plowing for a long
time and as it goes put in the field for the last time, please TedWhite,
let Amazing (and Fantastic) go out with their heads held high and with honor —
that is all one can ask.

//Negative! One could ask for more of the same. Expanded features. More
fiction per issue. Better covers. Though' you may be right about the magazines
(every science fiction magazine is getting into a bind for one reason or another)
I can’t see why one must cry doom so soon. Or why this damned typer won’t feed
the stencil straight, ghl//
.
I saw where a Frenchman is concerned about the Eiffel towerrugting.away. .
Living in Charleston which is full of' beautiful, old historic hbjnes caruiibuildings, I have often wondered what will be the role df the histor±e*tpreservationist in the global cities of tomorrow. Will the buildings be simply
destroyed, or.put in i museum out of their environment? I. haven’t come across
the answer in SF writings, perhaps somebody eise has?
.

M^ll, in a sense Gladiator-at-Law deals with the housing problem and ’
shows what sort of cities would develop given certain economic and technological
events. New York City has a whole district (the ‘“iron District" I believe it’s
called) which was built in the 1800’s and is now in danger of being tom down It’s difficult to see whati.Contained cities (i.e. surrotnded by mother astern «hed
municipalities, as are ;New York, ;St. Louis, etc.) can do other than’ document
the glory that was in film and tear it all down to build newer gloria*;
r.
;■
As for the Eiffel tower: they can always keep it from rust by boiling it in
wine, ghl//
r,
•

•

300 Park Ave. "
Wheatland, Wyo. 82201

J.J.Pierce: No memorable characters in new wave fiction? Not entirely
true. How about Jack Barron himself? I’ll also remember Jerry Comol in* and
Mss Brunner. And not to forget Blood in "A Boy and His Dog."

Mike O’Brien: I agree, it’s good that SFWA should be hospitable to the *■
inbetween, semi-pro writers. But only up to a point. The organization was
established by and for working writers, the hundred or so members whose entire
income (or large part thereof) comes from free-lance writing. The internal movement is SFWA which would like to see stricter membership requirements is
only trying to streamline and tighten the group to the point where prospective
negotiations with publishers over such issues as the Minimum Basic Agreement
would be facilitated. And besides, the membership reformers don’t want to
make it more difficult for novices to join — rather, they feel that the present
policy of granting any new member three years of active membership on the basis
of a single short story in If (or — and this was for real — a single brief
poem in Galaxy) is a bit extravagant. After all, could not someone who was
sufficiently interested in writing that he wished to join a writers’ organi-.
zation turn out a saleable piece at least once a year? (And I don’t think my
viewpoint is particularly prejudiced. My own modest track record of 23 sales
puts me squarely between the novice and the more ambitious pro.)
' .
//That brings up an interesting question — why on earth would a person
who has sold a short poem and doesn’t intend t.o,work at writing want to join
,
SFWA? Big thrill? Prestige? To get into SFWA parties? Why? I am interested ?
in writing (after a fashion) and am going about learning the basics and practice
writing; in the course of a year I have chatted with a good number of pro’s,
both writers and editors, and have never found anyone anything but helpful.
When' it comes right down to.it I suppose I would join SFWA if I qualified (solid
arity, and all that) but I suspect the organization wouldn’t do aniything for me.
Which reminds me: is that any way to select the guests at. a party — membership .
in an organization? It’s a way, but it strikes me a poor one. Better to invite ,
people you like.
.Side gripe: I do wish people who have closed parties (i.e. parties at which
you are. not welcome unless invited) would advertise the fact that, they are closed •
rather than "hide” the party. (Big conspiracy: "Where’s .the party?" "It’s a . < ;
secret!") Or is it exciting? ghl//
T
J

Also, another slight gritch in your letter. You charged Harlan and Danger
ous Visions with altering the face of science fiction by exclusion. Not so.
Harlan’s purpose with the DV series(stated innumerable times) was to change,
' :
yes, but by opening new doors rather than closing them.
;
Bob Vardeman: Sol Cohen’s dubious practices with his reprint magazines have
only one redeeming virtue — they keep Amazing and Fantastic, both extremely
marginal operations, afloat. The reprints have virtually no overhead, so any
thing that comes in is gravy. Much of that profit gets funneled back to Ted
White to keep the non-reprint magazines going* Sb kill the reprints and all the
sf at. Ultimate would die. Interesting moral dilemma.

Bob Sabella: perhaps the only new category that should be added to the Hugo.
list is an unlabeled catch-all, a special Hugo that might go one year to a
:
particularly noteworthy editor, the next yest to an entire anthology, etc. The
versatility would be a good thing.
'

Darrell Schweitzer: About New Worlds: Yes, as usual, NW was saved from
extinction at the last possible moment. The magazine will be published as a
paperback quarterly by Sphere Books in Britain. It may also appear in the same
format in an American edition from a publisher yet to be signed. Mike Moorcock
has indicated that NW will be pursuing a more traditional sf bent and. will be
paying competitive rates to contributors.
.
•
. :.
• : :

Incidentally, be watching for Chip Delany's quarterly Quark from Paperback
Library. The first issue should be put about November 1. After seeing the
galleys for the first issue and talking with Chip ,^ut.^ture plans, I get a
strong impression that Quark is going to be the m^ihat everyone, wanted to .
happen, but which never did. The first four issues have already been packaged,
and it seems likely that Paperback Library will .renew the series in. November
for at least a second year.'
‘
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' 65^3 Babcock Ave. '
?u
North Hollywood, Calif. 91606

K?A.th,. trigger in TB #62 recalls the rotating-editor system for Tightbeam,
and wonder^, whyit was dropped. I am the one who is to blame for thisO As
President in 1.968, I decided we just weren’t getting enough volunteers, and so
I appointed . the current "rotating" editor (who had already- repeated several 7 •
times dug,,tp[lgek of other volunteers) as a permanent editorgoing back to
the old system of a regular editor of the letterzine (once named Postwarp).
*
This took some load off the President, who has enough to do and worry about,
without having to find and appoint new editors every two months, (and three or
four months in advance — the lead-time is surprising, when you figure it out);
and then follow up on them to make sure they do the job —— .most of them try,
but haye problems that might make,TB late or non-existent.
problem is that Tightbeam needs.not only an editor but a pub^jghgg,
which is a much bigger job, requiring equipment and some experience. This is '
not to say that the newer members couldn’t do it, or that the officers shouldn’t
take a chance on them. An amateurish TB is .certainly better than none, and
sometimes is fun (for the editor, too). ..One of the originai purposes of tae
rotating system Was to give the hitherto inactive, members a chance to get sone :
publishing experience, to help the club, and to have some fun top (at the
:
club’s expense, if desired).
'7'.
•
' ?’..
.

.

If enough members want a retiirn to rptating editors of Tightbeam, it can
be arranged.(I almost said "easily.")" The President need only make the move,
since the Directorate at the time voted to leave, the decision up to the President.
T
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;

I would not advise it unless the President had a backlog of at least six i : .
volunteers, enough for a year’s issues (or more: twp of these are sure to dropc
out or gafiate). The tough part for the President is to find new editors. 1 J f ■
inen he must find more, later, to replace those who decide they won’t be able ?: •
u
issue• • *' It is too late, to find someone for .this month's issue,
■
■
so he has..to call on some.old reliable, like Art Hayes, to put put an "emergency"
issue
or just skip an issue*! A reliable permanent editor is so much more
•
relaxing.
. .
...
........

The situation-in the 60’s was not the same as now. We usually had a per
manent TNFp. editor, and could afford to experiment with an erratic TB./Nqw the
situation is reversed, and we have a rotating editor of TNFF, willy-nilly.
.
The list of bureau heads in TB (very useful— don't discontinue it) is sometimes
the first'taing new members see, and they wonder what the bureaus are about,.
TNFF (sometimes) explains them, and should be more steady.
; : / '
If I were President now, I would switch you. Gary, to TNFF, and try the
rotating plan for TB once:again* Another use for rotating ndi tnra nf tr j «
breaking in.hew TNFF editors, who are even harder-to find.In’■ the past,' " "i several people have first tried their luck at TB, and later became -dditor/ fc;!'

publisher of
of TB, it is
A continuing
to expect of

TNFF. While it is hard for the President to find rotating editors
even harder to find a permanent editor of either publication.
editorship (and publishership) of anything is almost too much
any fan; But anyone can stand it for one issue.

One drawback to a rotating system, for the members, is lateness. This
is inevitable. I went to the extreme of giving the new editor a supply of
progress-report postcards, to send to me as the deadline neared. This didn’t •
always help get Tightbeam out on time, but at least the officers knew why it
wasn’t coming out.
..
.
;
Regardless of the wishes of the members, unless they are so nve-rwhsl ming
they are convincing, the decision is really up to the people who will have ■ ;
to do the work: the.President, who ; will have the problem of getting and.
supervising and bugging editors; the Secretary-Treasurer,- who has to Coordi^nate mailing lists; the Directorate ,„ who will have to worry about deadlines ;
and whether to pay or not; and lastly but not leastly, the current editors
•
(if any), who should have some say in the matter.

I don’t.want to.,influence the decision too much, but I did want to explain how the change came about, ,and-present some facts. Rotating editor
ship of TB wgs successful, as long as there were volunteers. When the
YP^Steers didn’t volunteer — well, actually it was always a cliffhanger, and
the President had to do a lot of recruiting and arm-twisting. On the other
and, the permanent editorship is successful and has been for over two yaara„
Do you want to change?. .
... r
;
.
.
■
.

//Let me put some cards on the 'table. When Art Hayes took TNFF this
(is thelie
other?) I volunteered to take it.
?n
that ■ T1
time sequence® right) I volunteered to take it and
SvSf
^^es I was turned down and'someone else Was
given TNFF. In both cases (as it has turned out) neither person did the job.
Worse, one person actually gafiated to the point where noone could get any
information from him as to what was going on.

+he SaJ?u
1 hav® been publishing TB; put your Intro to N^F, the
Constitution, the Bylaws, and all back issues of TB back into print; put out
w fi£s+^n!?Pt
1,1081 of
ownPexpense.. In
Si+iS1 rconth as head of the Manuscript Bureau I have surveyed over 10.0 ■
•
items LS?dn?U=1:LShed
£xrstoin a Needs-list of Fanzines and placed two j ~
ttl tt 8evPP ?°ntogether.
hand). Since
received
a bundle of material
m ou?Lfts±
It isthen
JustI have
getting
straightene^outf
J havf - nrb?6s?es.of .^cwn fanzine and attended almost every con witein
driving and/or train distance from here in the past year and a hair.
,-,■■■ ,

£°

I have very mixed feelings about all this. While I enjoy fanac and I
I1sSllbSno+.
Se7iC!S K ~ render to neos and fandom in general,
jLs™“ canpot-allow myself to take on all the jobs. In addition I feel it
CSb 10 be run by a sma11 group. There should
be a broad ba-e of workers in this club. But, obviously, you simply cannot
4^?i,0Ver bureaus to new, eager, inexperienced people who don’t know what it
is they are supposed to be doing nor how to go about it.

Look at the results when a person is seriously interested in some asnect ' r'
it
it,senslhly; Art Hayes .organised the WelcommittSe Md it functions well. Joanne Burger got the Tape Bureau into shape and it runs
'r

*

quite well. Alma Hill has had the Writers' Exchange running so smoothly you
scarcely ever hear from it — just to give it a plug once in a while. Irvin
Koch has made a good (and ambitious) start bn an Activity Roster which once
established can be maintained with a minimum of effort. The Publications
Bureau has the major items it is supposed to stock in stock and sends copies
out to each new member. TB has been getting its six scheduled issues a year,
though not necessarily on time. WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH TNFF?? Is it
the nature of the thing that it cannot, under any circumstances, be published?
Obviously not.
'
.
.?.
.

Could it be that this club has outgrown TNFF and no longer needs an
00? (Dat's Official Organ for all the latecomers.)
.
Think about that for a while. Sometimes an entirely new approach is needed
to problems. Sometimes there really is no problem. Do you, as members, need
reports from each of the bureaus or are you content to participate in those
bureaus that interest you ~ahd get news. , o£ other bureaus through letters in
TB? Should Kaymar's history be switched to TB? Should TB run ads? Should
we change the name of TB to TNFF?

. As.you can see from the trend of the above comments I am just free:
wheeling here, but brain-storming has its uses. I'll expect a few comments
on this matter. .Will I get any? ghl// ....
:■■■ ■ '
cj 5 o
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Issue #6? kinda spotty ... where'd you dig up some of those letters? A
couple seem to be several issues old. Anyway, I have a few more or? less random
and disjointed comments to make .. so I'll use the name-reference style of
reply. I attribute this to Walter Breen but there may have been someone who
used it earlier? Anybody -know for sure?
......
.
>
■ ■
/Afeii, you see, George, I just publish the letters I have on hand. If
I'm late with an issue the letters are older than they.would otherwise be. ghl//
Alma. Hill: After wading through my own crud, I couldn't even begin to
read someone- elses. As a matter of fact, I can' t even read someone elses
professional work’. I attribute this to an inbuilt instinct to edit rather
than write ... and never the‘twain shall meet. The effect on me would be one
of 'phooey' to a piece of crud rather than being able to make a helpful, sug
gestion. T recall such stories used to bring letters of profanity from H. L. .
Gold when he edited Galaxy. I think you and your helpers, be they feastor '
famine, have done yoemen service over the years and I hope the effort, has r ■
been rewarding to you. Why else bother? And you are absolutely correct about
those who write ... garbage or poetry ... as opposed to those who maybe are
going tp. write someday. Those Who are going to write someday simply haven’t
the guts to say, "I can't write;and won't admit it because it makes me feel ..
inferior." Pish. I can't drive hydroplanes, eat liver or read braille ...
so what? (I rank the three things in equal degrees of difficulty ... al you
anti-liver fans will understand.)
‘

Bob Sabella: Agree with you and not with Gary. TNFF is poorly done when .
existept,.if at all. I've-yet to see.it published or mailed or whatever (there
being cases of missing copies) to an extent where I could tell what it was and
how often it was likely,to arrive and from whom, for what purpose. Tightbeam .,
is much better. TisJ i think, the separate natures of the beasts that make
this so. Letters are easier to accumulate and edit ... than would be the case

where ads, columns, news, constitutional amendments, platforms, elections,
candidates, etc. must be reckoned with.

Something should be done. The N3F will go on forever and I must say
there is no truth to the rumor that 'God is dead and buried in the N3F.'
Ed Krieg: Has excellent tastes in prozines. The back-forth exchange
occuring around you misses me somehow. I'm for sex and power and voting for
personal preferences. It's Mom and Apple Pie that has gotten us where we are
today.

No Award should be voted where any category has so limited a selection
as to repeatedly award the same man a Hugo. Stupid. Base stupid. What the
hell, Gary, what happens in year I98O when 73 staff artists compete and one
wins three years in a row for excellence and someone says, "Yeh, but'
Gaughan won 5." Not the same thing. The latter awards mean more than the
former.handouts for something-better-to-do. (This is not to say Gaughan
couldn't compete with 73 staff artists, either.)
I/^- m not sure what you're talking about. I intended to convey my
objection to voting for someone on the basis that he hadn't yet won an award.
Period. I couldn't care, less :if someone did marvelous work and won an award
20 times in a row. If he did the work — the best in its field —• for each
of those 20 years he should get 20 awards. When nobody does any narticularly
good work m some field, then the "no award" should be voted. Thus, the award
of the £q+rnf°K^i?n °fv^e "4^ of those nominated; it is the recognition
onl^nnJ
£ i-1 d
J?ne that year‘ Uhat wonld.you do if there was
one name
Polished one year? Have a ballot with
one name, on it. Pad the ballot with junk so there would be a "real" contest?
nave no aWcu. u.?.-• ghl//
.
Rnv
You can add me to the list that would, like to have seen '
RayNelson s letter ...and counting Ray's objections, that makes three,
to read Tor
hab every°ne
to say about anything. Let me decide
t’ f
? pertinent or not, if I'm interested or not.
diting and deleting are two 'different things. True, the letter did arrive
^aood^rnS?51 Tlgdtbea® wa® busy and pressed for space ... but now would be
• + °d time. ^o .include the letter, dead issue though it may be ... I'm more
interested; .in Nelson's thought processes than in Star Trek anyway.

else?^ghl//ed COpieS °f “W’s letter on the way to you and Lewton.

Anybody.

also-hlTt Snul’d6^ J like,the ddea of a central fanzine subscription Bureau
aiso.
would be a pain to administer but would serve seve-ral
purposes
Keeping current seems to be a tricSmatt™ these Svs^ A novi co
would be brought in rather quickly, in all phjes by such 1 taeL. ??oX
Jouddn t Pay for it with the current dues. Tis a fact of lifo
you get.what you pay for ... sometimes less.
llfe>

inp
& pUote by Lester del Rey is one of those things similar to walkb?Tnw p lk mark ove£ Grand Canyon at midnight in a 40 mile wind at 54 degrees
Aary^souS^lesSJPL1^1'"' “ 3“ “d
tha? nJ ikS "
source somewhere, Sfe.™
£ w^Y^tT^CstTht
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J. J. Fierce: who are you?

, .

Bob Vardeman: No, no, I am the least read individual alive., I haven’t
read Han in a Maze or heard of Plistocleclesisthogne, either. I don’t even
read Tightbeam. I merely sit on it and absorb by reverse osmosis.
Ah, but you bring up a point that has lurked, hidden, inside my skull
many moons and here is where it.comes forth. MHAT.’S WRONG WITH SELLING VOTES?
Let's take it step by step., .Who would sell a vote? It would be someone needing
money, it would be someone unlikely to vote otherwise, it would be someone in
the lower echelons of success and intelligence. Ergo., this could not become
wholesale unless.a revolution was pending and that.would then be the problem.
Let's assume that both, sides buy votes? Why not? Will one side buy more than
another? Probably, but riot much. Those in power would have more available
cash. (This is the reason they are buying votes, you see, to keep that supply
of cash ... conviction, never ... men with conviction are of two types; 1,
too damn poor to buy anything and 2, rich enough to know: the system pays off
i.e. advertising, kissing babies ... better than buying a vote or twd.)
Now the buyers must be lower.echelon folk, grafters, featherbedders, etc.
who circulate in the lower elements enough to know the winos and what a
; •
bottle will buy or a fiver br a-promise. Ergo their limited horizons can
hurt the outcome very little. Conversely, a good purpose is served. .The money
used to’buy that vote is taken from the grafter and given to one of those stolen
from, indirectly. This is good. Take from the poor, give back to the poor.
Also, I have a sneaking suspicion that most people sell a vote already decided
upon. The law against selling votes is a stupid one as is the propagandized
feeling anti such a terrible.,, terrible thing.

A SOLID VOTE IS BETTER THAN NO VOTE AT ALL.
//But there is nothing wrong with selling a vote.
is illegal! ghl//

~r*\ -1j
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It's buying them that

3694 Strandhill Road
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122

So the controversy oyer.Bug Jack Barron will continue forever, I see. I
still don't care for the book.,. It's.too pulpy for me, and what stylism there
is seems to be phony or noneffective. Bob Sabella, for instance, talks about
Spinrad's stream-of-cohsciousness as though Spinrad invented it; he didn't.
And he didn't handle it very well either. This business of no punctuation
•
merely made it hard to find which mental impression was which and gave no
-j.
feeling of continuity. Spinny ought to read Ulysses. Then Darrell Schweitzer
says, in effect, -Granted there are thousands of bad things about BJB:,- but. i.t's
a good book anyway.^ Ignore the sex? Well, that's easy enough. The language?
Okay, that too. The pseudo-experimental prose? . The general pretentiousness of
the book? (And the rotten' characterization, though Darrell doesn't agree with
me on that point.) Don't be silly. The book is not just a socialogical
story about immortality, it's an unsuccessful experiment, and should be rated
as such. If the author choses to bury a good story under tons of crud he
shouldn't get praise for the story; rather, he should be damned for burying it.
Darrell also had some interesting Words about A Cure for Cancer and the
current Hugo system, with which I'm inclined to agree (barring the remark that
Cure wasn't as good as some other books mentioned, but that, of course, is
merely a matter of taste). Perhaps the new paperback form mentioned in Locus
will give better circulation to New Worlds, but the problems still remain
for Vision of Tomorrow.

L)

Oh, by the way, I don’t know whether Cure is being bought by Avon as
Moorcock tells me that it has already been scheduled for Fall publication
by Holt and Reinhardt.
.......
"
The whole business over the Hugo awards seems pointless now, for as I
write this I am very.aware of the fact that the voting is over and we’ll
all know the winners as of this Sunday (August 23rd). Yet, I still have
to say something on the subject. Why','didn’t anybody ever mention Ada? I
wonder if anyone read it. The book is marvelous, it was certainly welldistributed, and I have yet to see it mentioned in the fan press. And it
was science fiction. You would think that when an author like Nabokov
ventures into our field and writes a good book, we’d notice; you’d probably
be wrong. Fandom is often complaining about the general reading public’s,
snobishness toward sf. Maybe we’re just as bad.

Perhaps I’m premature, but I’ve got to get my own two cents worth in on
I Will Fear No Evil. I’ve read a lot of Heinlein. He has amused me, excited
me, disgusted me, made me think and always kept me reading, but he has never
before this bored me. As I forced my way through the second part of the
serial, I kept on muttering, "It’s the editing, it’s got to be the editing!"
But if Ejler Jakobbson is to be believed, there isn’t any editing. I hope
it will pick up, but I have to admit Ifm very disappointed with Heinlein.
Maybe it’s me, though. But I doubt it.
I notice that Andromeda Strain is being talked about. I can’t really
see why. The book has ho characterization, bad plotting, a few cute scientific
gimmicks to renew lost reader interest, sloppy writing and an unsuspensful
melodramatic ending. I have said it before and I’ll say it again: Andromeda
is the worst book I’ve ever read, bar none. I even preferred~the
godawful Valley of the Dolls.

£ r)
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, 10645 Debra Ave.
r* J j\J Granada Hills, Calif.
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My own statement in TB 62 about TB being a miniapa set me thinking. If
there was just one club organ, could it be run apa fashion? Person A is
responsible for letters, B takes care of Directorate reports, C does Bureau
SSav+SXn? Joes news, etui‘c?rnmunications would be sent to the respective
their sections and send them to the Editor before
ThaIp^T+erm?ie^
first of every other month? ,every third month?).
P1e,Ed?t°r does^ a.Table of Contents and sends out- the bundles to members and
contributors. Voila! an "apa" for an organ. Even if; one person gafiates
fus+TS+f«r+wd the rest pf.the "apa" is still sent out. The Editor severly
Essing; member, as does the membership when they are told.
t?aniP£e»
as Editor of, Tightbeam, would be person A above.
t0 memb®rs’ they would be sent to the Editor,
sent
W1Jh the.fest of th® “ailing- Letters would still be
it
™ promise.
tho?e about other sections. The idea is. still rough but.
it may snow some
„ ,
argumenb about Hugos for excellence rather than pity comes up yearly,
and just as yearly dies down, while fans still vote for the author that never
got a^MugOt Itls human nature, I suppose.

JO
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12? Clark Street :
Hillside, N. J. 07205

I agree with Bob Sabella, not in accusation, but in his idea that more
should be done with TNFF. I remember getting the last issue: but: it is ; some*
where:where ;! ;oan’t find: i,t, as. I am in the process of moving to Chicago.;, . r.
However, I do remember that it consisted mainly of various Bureau Heads
reports and little else of interest. I do feel that this should be changed,
and it could be without much effort. In no way do I feel that you are to be
blamed for the dullness of TNFF. You are doing more than your share just
publishing it. You cannot be held responsible if the contents are not awe
inspiring. That is the members’.including myself, fault; I think that this
ought to be changed.
. . .■
• . <
:
' •

//This is very strange.. I haven’t published TNFF for some time. Are.
you directing your statements at Art Hayes-, Bob? ghl//
- .
I feel that the way this could be done is through the initiation of: a
number of columns, not directly; about .the NFFF. . There could be book -reviews,
fanzine reviews, as in other fanzines, or just columns on a variety of topics.
VJhat I am proposing in brief is that TNFF become a general interest fanzine
as well as the official publication of the NJF. Make it interesting enough;;
so that all the members receiving it will enjoy reading it, and maybe'teven ,
feel like contributing. As Sabella states, there is plenty of taldht in
fold to contribute to the fanzine, and I’m sure who would do so if any .sort
of call is sent out. I know that I would, as soon as I settle in Chicago, and
get another typewriter-(which should be within a week or two). How about . .
some comments from other:fans on this.
... .

Gary: You can usually tell if something is worth reading after going through
a quarter of the book. Or, after getting a good idea of the plot from a
summary of sorts, and then reading part of the book. I didn’t say I stopped
reading books that I thought were not worth reading. .I have stopped finish!ng
them, after reading the first 10Q pages or so.
.. /
.
Bob Vardeman: I’ve changed my views on Sol Cohen, but not because of
his reprint mag ’’Astounding Stories.’*' I know of no one who buys a mag just
because it is titled Astounding SF. Especially after seeing who some of the .
featured authors are. I give the reading public some credit for intelligence.
Remember back in 1.952: (figuritively,' as I was 6 years..old at the time) when
ASF suddenly began using covers exactly like those appearing on Gal avy, when
Galaxy was starting to dent ASF’s readership? ' SF fans seem to expect the
world of business to be up~and-up and all that. Much as I hate to disagree,
most publishers are out to make money, and none are above a little chicanery .
to do it. See the latest SF Book Club offer talking about Stranger and the
.
Martian love cult- or Dangerous Visions featuring stories too hot to be printed
in regular magazines. Honest? Truthful? Just barely.
'
'

If Ed Krieg meant that the Andromeda Strain was just a dull book, in the
Analog mold, 1 agree wholeheartedly. Boring, silly, and written with" the
skill of a twelve ’year old; It should make’ an entertaining movie though,
even though it could have been done twenty years ago if they had wanted to
use a SF story. But, SF is junk, and, after all. "The 'Andromeda. Strain isn’t
SF. It’s just a story in the future about what c&h happen. I.would hate .
to be a girl' interested in SF; Talk about the doublestandardl :.
. ;

;
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//I apologize in advance: this next bit of foolishness is too much to be
borne. The following letter.
is published exactly
as it was received. I will let you judge the writer for yourself. Obviously
the chap has a complaint. I hope he is not refering to me when he mentions
the Manuscript Bureau; I’ve tried to answer all personal letters I receive,
even though sometimes it is longer than a response, say,; from a candidate for
Congress. Nevertheless be warned: if you get a letter from John Shirley drop
EVERYTHING you are doing and answer immediately! It is your duty! ghl//
Sirs:

,...................
.
. ... .
I have come to the conclusion that Harlan Eiblison is right
about so-called’organized’fandom. It appears to bb made up
of snobbish, egotistical incompetents. Like presidents who
won’t respond to letters from a leftist simply because ^///
they are radical. Or the heads of Manuscript, Writer’s
Exchange, andNew Fanzine IpgDemaiimnn bbreaus who don’t respond
though Ive written eachone half a dozenletters. N.F.F.F. does
not runction efficientally or anything approaching organized
activity. Bureaus are juggled around so mufh that they are continually
slow.

, .

.;

:

An organization that exists so. nebblously and with such questionab
Igr benefits is not worth $3.00. I urge you to disbhnd the farce
that is N3F andbbild something with cohesiveness...something
that does not rely on the U.S. Mail Service for itsexistance. ■ .
This is the reason Raki resigned from the directorship—he .
.
'
saw N3F for theridiculous timewaster that it is.
v
John Shirley
. .
720 Dietz
..... ^ .. .
Salem, Ore.
. '
. '
■ ’
;i
. '97303
y'
.
//Now. comes the Jackpot question: Labowitz, you fool, why bother publishing
. ..
this letter; indeed, if you must, why not edit it? I has me reasons, I do.

First, there are several accusations and insinuations in the letter which I
hold are either untrue and/or unfounded.. Secondly, John poses to speak for
Raki; I think Raki dan speak for himself . Thirdly, John is obviously a very ' \
upset, angry person whose need appears very clear. I. hope some of you out
there will reply to himj with particular attention directly to his urging us
,
to disband and replace idle club with something "nebulous" that he suggests. . .

I could in no way edit this letter and still get the feeling behind it across .
to the membership. It strikes me not so much as just bad typing as a vicious,,
angry outpouring* Unless, dare I suggest it, he was put up to it: are you,
.
John Shirley, a HOAX?
.
The implication that fans are snobbish is laughable; almost every fan I have
met (over a long period of years) has been friendly, outgoing and helpful.
...
Though a large group of them couldn’t do much, as a group fans are more
'
competent than a similar group with mundane interests. And, frankly, each
.
person’s politics has had very little to do with his activity in fandom. (There
have been exceptions; for the most part they were rejected from fandom.) .
Fans are the most liberal group I’ve ever run across. And lastly, your use.of
the word "fandom" applied to the N3F is WRONG. N3F is a very small part of
fandom — the whole and parts of which I will defend wholeheartedly, ghl//
12

Thiers are still copies of the Bok Portfolio for sale, specially priced
to members of N3F at $2.06 each. Order from:
,7
Ed and Nan Meskys
1
Box 233
r ; Center Harbor, N. H. 03226
Box-iW !' ” ' '
South Porcupine, Ont.
.............. Canada f
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Redd Boggsf 1 think it is more or less an unwritten law that Tightbeam
is primarily^ interldedfor use of Neffers, but note I said ‘primarily,' not . ^.
exclusively^Ihd1use of non-neffer letters has to be used with special carej
specially if it’'might prevent neffers from being read in TB. If the non-neffer
has something special to contribute, then I, as I was in the past when this
:
was done, am in favor. '
..
Faris:are tdrimobile and too independent to be classified into an accurate
directory.'' Heck, it is enough trouble just trying to keep an accurate N3F
roster. Gary Mattingly doesn't know what he would be involving himself with,
specially when he wants to even include the readers.

Last.-issue, it was Anri Wilson (then Irvin Koch) who prompted me to-ask
how to Welcome a club. Now, Warner, in a letter, mentions that the NJF .has
:
the basic^requirement to be of assistance and value to the older (in experience,
not necessarily in ajgd) fan and wonders somewhat why’it isn't. This too is .....
something worthy of Consideration. Basically, I believe that most of the
active fans ifl’ the' N3F are too busy catering to the definite needs qfthe /
neofan. It would be* a good idea, it would seem to me, for some experienced \
group of fans, to exclusively restrict themselves to the requirementsbf Jthe
older fan, working separately but still within the N3F,' in thi'S field,'fl
certainly don't qualify, but do believe that there should be ^omeorid who is'
capable of undertaking the organization that such would require. I am advancing
this idea for consideration. It night be worthy of,'a club to handle ^pq .

. - The Welcommittee is Still!.:13periYtothose who are' interes ted in Corres
pondence and who are willing' tb: assist1 newcomers to the N3F in their
attempt to get oriented■ ihi-the N3F. rr'Sdme will require orientation to even .
Fandom, not having any idea-Of’-whdt 'fans, Fandom and their activities involve..
There's room fbr more. Anyinterested?
‘
"
1730 Main Street East
Rochester, N. Y. 14609
In my opinion the New-Wave vs. Old-Wave thing is a tempest in a tea-pot
which will blow over changing nothing. Any changes in sf, or any other
writing, will be the result of thphatural evolutionary processes that have
always controlled the growth and change in writing or anything else for that
matter, over the years.; Asimov said-it best in his simile of the sea shore.
Mike O'Brien (how's it feel to be in such illustrious company, Mike?) also
had some cogent comments on the subject that I feel should end all argument —

but won’t. He did make one statement though that boggles me and that is that
Ellison is demanding New Wave exclusively} Maybe I’m just not current or
widely read but I have yet to read any comment by Ellison to this effect.
Speaking of Again Dangerous Visions, where is it? I haven’t seen it around
town yet. Oh, Well, it’ll be out soon enough in the Doubleday book club
edition I hope.
.
.
.•••i?’-.
Beneath the Planet of the Apes has been released. There seemed to be some
doubt about it expressed in this issue. It’s already run in one Rochester
theater and is about to run in another. I didn’t go to see it myself but if
it isn’t running then someone is spending an awful lot of advertising money
for nothing.

J. J. Pierce stated, "Of course some stuff popular with the mainstream
is bad SF — like Vonnegut and Barth." Eh???? Vonnegut popular with the
mainstream? , Mike/'O’Brien stated that, "...ho,one has ever given ’Science
Fiction’ a good definition either,..." I guess the definition of "mainstream"
is just as nebulous. Although one of Vonnegut’s things made the Book-of-theClub list I’d hardly Call him "popular with the mainstream." At least
not the same "mainstream" that buys Jacqueline Susann’s crud. Or the stuff
on the New York Times best seller list. Someone will now come back and tell
me that Vonnegut made the New York Times best seller list. Anyway it is my
feeling that Vonnegut is out of chara.cter as a popular writer for the local
banker or the real estate agent up the block ■— figures in my conception of
what-chins titutes the "mainstream" readership.
.
And Barth. Barth an SF writer??.}} On the basis of what? Giles Goathoy
I suppose is what you mean. Well, I suppose way out on the fringes of that .
highly nebulous, definition of SF I suppose you could find a place for Giles
Goatboy. Barth teache.s creative Writing at the State University at Buffalo,
New York by the way; just in case Pierce wishes to descend .pn/his head./? I
will not attempt to judge the merits' of Giles Go'atboy. it took me .two years :
to wade through it, but I wish fierce would explain just how he 'inril tides th-i«
in the SF Inst.. ’ Or Bai*th" aS. an SF writer oh the basis of 'asingle book. None
of his other wdrk* cbuld even remotely, be' classed as SF not eyen under the most
ethereal definition’/^ J • V - ;
' 7 '
. ...

.

.,
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u Bob Vardemhn:- IFyoirwant, yoti probably don.'f,/to find out about those ■ , r ;;
characters named. *Phildctetes that Pierce is trying to one-up you with get
Rose Benet’s The_Reader’s Encyclopedia. It’s rather expensive
about $15 T'think, but the Book-of-the-MonthClub is /selling it as a book
’
dividend for about $5« £f you know Someone who is a member, of the Both have them
get a copy for you. Or better yet get it atyour local public library.
■
Publisher is Thomas Y. Crowell Company. It was first published in 1948
with a second edition in 1955 and updated and revised in 1965. It is a
veritable mine of information not cnly on Philoctetes but also on Everything
from Hindu philosophy to the penny dreadful writer Ned Buntline and even
Xanadu and Zwingli, Ulrich. There’s almost four pages of Y’s too.
B 0
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I’m rather disturbed by a couple of Ed Krieg’s comments.. Such as wanting..... Freas to win (a most nice thing since I voted Freas. #1 this year and in past
J4

years) but Ed wanted him to win because Saughan has won too many times. Freas
racked up #5 Hugo at Heicon. Gaughan has 3, I believe. Ed Emshwiller,
Kelly Freas, Heinlein and Harlan are the all time winners (include JWC if you
consider Analog/As founding to be the product of one man). But what should
really count is not Whether a pro has "too many" but rather if his output was
worthy of a Hugo. Freas’ work is, in my mind, mindcroggling. Year after yearhe turns out fantastically good work. Gaughan has done some really fine work —
but only the first two years he received his Hugos. The third year was
marginal and this year I seriously question his making the ballot at all.
JU s work for the Galaxy zines has been nothing more than scribbling compared
to his earlier work. Almost like doodlings sent to appease a deadline
obsessed editor.

Another point is this bit about "knowing the Germans, I betcha that
Analog will win. " !Jhy? I’m afraid I don't know the Germans. I've met and
+b
WXihn?CO3;eJf.o£ them’ but they seemed more eager to talk with Dr. Franke
Sriiap^E?--fl,gur®s’ in roy obviously distorted sense:of values,
can explain why Campbell proved less a drawing attraction for
the German fans than, say, Francke, Scheer, Ems ting, Darlton and (I think)
Kneifel?
Also, Ed, since you’re more acquainted with German fandom than I, perhaps
you’d care
^he fent®^ce at the bottom of the nomination ballot
sent out in Germany for the benefit of IB’s readers.■ II frankly
frankly think
think it
it
was disgusting to disqualify any sf not originally published in English but
this was what was done. Comments?

Hl]_ N°^Iv.?arv’ leb
say 11113 about your views on democracy vs. quality in the
was a
11 shouldn't be awarded to mediocrity (and mighod but there
cXXfXft k f ra3dlocrity nominated this year in both fan writer and fanzine
cartoons of M^h^ s?*®on® like Rotsler has been in fandom ;for years doing
bSXa ? 2^ty (1;e-’ funny Partoons - his style.isn’t to my liking
anti at whdT5 ertalnly are), wouldn't you rather see him win than another
Jho’d previously won but was Still doing worthwhile fanart? This is
cSe do™°ti rinCe Barr WaS
onsy Previous winner nominated, but if it
Sdioerr ™ na t?1’ as an example) Barr and Rotsler with the rest being
“e^ocre, wouldn’t you be tempted to give it to Rotsler? I would, yet I
think Barr is the greatest fan artist in the field. But he's won — and in mv
Bu^thSk^heZ111 “ *2? year he'S nominated lf you look solely at style.
But I think there are other considerations, at least in the fan categories.
Tn
?ear J cou?dn't knock W of the nomination in fan artist category.
So£e ’Tim Sk £? *
W ^en pOSSible’ Alicia Austfo^SX
It was’a difft^J SeCond* ?ut I’m just as glad Tim won as if Alicia'had?
2.^
tTto “Barr iast sinee

ksS-t®"”2s=**
=*Ss £=and beWg such, deserve recognition solely for outstanding stories/vhatever.
monev’^’o?1^ Othe,r £d' don,t live *
fa""ish output. So it isn't
money out of their pocket if the award is spread around. Perhaps il »on'£ go

to the best in any year, but if it goes to a worthy recipient and the best
already has a:; Hugo, what harm is done? None as far as I can see and we get
the added borius>/©f nurturing;fandom by spreading around the egoboo.
Bob Sabella: I chuckle over your volunteering Roytac as a regular
columnist in TNFF.U The Albuquerque SF Society recently volunteered
him to act as convention Chairman (New Mexicon 3) — and it was done while he
•wasi out of town and couldn’t defend himself.
.
The; Left Hand of Darkness is all about sex? Geewhiz, I must have missed
something in it. All about sex? Certainly this was a major thread'T*urming
throughout the book, but it didn’t make up the entire tapestry that, was Winter.
”Interminably dull?” Hardly. LHoD wasn’t my #1 pick for best novel in the
nominating (To Live Again was) but it was my #1 pick on the final ballot.
HP—the Line was #2, solely by virtue of having a slightly less detailed World
culture. Not much, but enough that lHbD could nose into the primany spot.

I guess I’m just out of it — even Tackett didn’t like LHoD. It looks
more and more like I’m going to be orie of the very few who'll Admit voting
for it—. and more important, thinking it to be a good book.
113 Deepdale Road
Alma HiO? says that most of the Writers in the field arb part-timers
appear very often. Funny, the prozines these days seem to be loaded
with big names. A few examples: The October Fantastic contains Dean Koontz
Pavid Bunch, Barry Maltzberg, and Greg Benford, all of whoni have sold many .
times.. The reprintis by David O'Brien who was a house name. The September
;
haLPhyLlp•’•IT farmer, Chris Anvil, and Miles Breuer. All experienced
1116 Aug^t Analog has m Clement, Ben Bova, Harlan Ellison, Howard
Myers ( Vernor Vmge"),.W,jMcfarlane (who sold one in 193&) and Robert •
Chilson. No new-writers.^.there* August-September Galaxy has Heinlein, Blish,
Lafferty, ,Flatcha,.,and Etfriest Taves (one hCw waiter there),, fee July-August
If has Ernest Tavesiagain,?:plus Dave Gerrold,. Larry'Niven, Larry Eisenberg,
/
Joe Haldeman,. iP^ers Anthony, Lee Harding, Ron Goulart, Neal Barrett Jr.
George Zebrowski, and- Jack-Ddnn. The last two are the only ones I am unfamil- >
iar with., August Venture -has Dean Koontz,. J. W. Schutz, Larry Eisenberg
Joseph Renard, and Basil Wells * Two unknowns there. September F&SF hgg*
Thomas Burnett Swann.-. Albert Teichher, Led Kelley, Wm. Walling, Pamela Sar
gent, and David Bunch. Two unknowns again. So take a look at this list.,host of, these guys aren't big names but they-,have been selling for many years.
I saw a Basil Wells story in a 19^7 zine, Neal, Barrett in the fifties, etc.
f tiie forty-five authors listed, only six are completely inknown t.n mehost are regulars-.. Hardly looks like a field run by semi-pros, does it?

.

a //Little informed as I am I think I get what Alma means: Ben Bova works
at Ayco, Hal Clement teaches school, Joe Haldeman is a ... what .Is he? •••
a gmtar teacher (?), Leo Kelley is in public relations (like Tom Purdomj’ etc.
Of the group above I know definitely that Ellison and Koontz are. fuU time
-P8’ 3180 Piers Anthony. As for the rest it more likely that the
oulk of .them write, sf .in their spare time arid work regularly at another job. ghl//

Bob Sabella: Right npw alot of people do write regular "columns" for
IB, but don't you think it better to leave it a lettered. Easier for new
people, to get -in. Besides, all our "columns"- are almost- totally concerned
with other people's "columns" in previous issues.
.
I found The Left Hand of Darkness to be an incredibly moving and
.
beautiful experience. I think its greatest asset is its utter lack of
s^attcnalism^. Could you imagine what would have happened if P.J .Farmer
haff written it "for Essex House? Ghod! But dull? Phillistine! :

•••

J. J. Pierce: I think you're jumping to conclusions with Ed Krieg's
addressing Matt Hickman as "Herr Hickman." There's German all over Bob
Vardenian's.Sandworm and it's hardly a neo-fascist- publication or anything*
1 'think in alLothe ..controversy and feuding over the-New Wave, a few of us
are-getting a.,.little paranoid ... (And I'll continue to lock myself in my.:
ropmi until the j-iilford Mafia stops besieging the house!)
//Question of the week: What does Darrell Schweitzer do up in his
room all alone? ghl//
...
,Sol Cohen, got done frauding fandom with Astounding Stories, he's
hit a ngw.
Now,he has, something called Weird Mysteries which has its
lettering cleverly designed to resemble the digest sized issues of a certain
fantasy mag that Dorothy Mclllwraith used to edit. I must admit that both
tricks did cause me to look,, twice before-deciding not to buy. I think we .
should suggest a few more titles to the illustrious Mr- Cohen, that would
reflect the quality of the stuff he's printing* Like Insipid Stories,:
Incrudible Tales-, Wretched Science Fiction. ■ There'*s infinite possibilities.

And frpm the look of things, there'll be an infinite number of these
rags. ..Things have changed since I wrote my last TB letter- and made those
commen’ts on magazine distribution. . The Cohen crud has completely wiped Out
the quality zines (this includes Amazing and-Fantastic)u I find that the
nearest place I can even get Analog is a good twenty minute drive. I've
been getting If, Galaxy, Worlds of Fantasy, and Worlds of Tomorrow at the
Jersey shore. F&SF is quite scarce, not available in the Philadelphia area
at all and the Lowndes mags (Mag of Horror, Start Myst, Biz Fantasy, Weird ,
Terror, etc.) are not available anywhere.
........
//They can. be:had. in.Philly at various book stores.

^il//

‘

.
If this situation prevails in other' parts of the country, Mr. Cohen is
single-handedly wiping out the entire SF magazine field. His-triick is to
issue "yeg^hgoks?': every month and if it tikes’ frWoii ydar to sell five '
copies r?ofs^giyen-..title, they'll sit around'that lorig* (And it does, if
they sell at all.) In the meantime, all othdr inags are crowded right off the
stands. Right now I do a lot of travelling and can find most anything (except
the Lowndea zipes, which I get through the mail),but' after sdhool starts again
1 11 have to subscribe to everything or riot get! them. Of course this means
I won’t see some zines*
v/’n-

And I haven ’ t bought an Ultimate reprint; rag in years
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A new fantasy prozine has appeared on one of the local newstands: For
gotten Fantasy. Doug Menville, the editor, states in his editorial that FF
"has been created in an attempt to bring to today’s fantasy fans some of the
many novels and short stories of imaginative literature still forgotten in the
mists of time, mouldering away in dusty libraries, some for nearly a century."
The first issue• contains part one of William Bradshaw’s The Goddess of Atvatabar.
along with a couple of "classic" tales. With the retrograde movement by
Fantastic in this field, it is a welcome sight to see another zine try to
take up the slack.
.
Speaking of Fantasy fandom, Michael Juergens in the Fantasy Fandom column
of Fantastic (Oct. 1970) suggested that a Hugo-like award be established —
and called the Valkyrie. This sounds like a good idea to me, although it might
get some static as to lack of quantity and quality of annual competition. Per haps though, it might stimulate more fantasy stories.

Some fans might enjoy reading somewhat of a more serious look into the
future: Future Shock by Alvin Toffler (published by Random House). Toffler
feels that man has experienced "too much change in too little time." Technical
forecasts, as well as psychological changes in store for future inhabitants
are discussed.

The other day I was thumbing through some old prozines and came across
a portfolio by Gjhila Zilzqr in Fantastic (Nov.-Dec., 1953)., His work is
intriguing,- but naturally pot.'enough pictures were published. The .blurb from
inside the cover stated that'Zilzer "gives stark testimony of this sensitive
artist’s grim experiences under the Hitler tyranny. ... Zilze,r escaped after
a month-lottg trip in a freight1 wagon loaded with furniture where he hid in
a roll-top* desk and almost starved to death. His interpretations have been
compared with those of'Heinrich Kley, Daumier, and the peerless Gustave Dore."
Is he alive today, are any of his other works available?

7, The Elms, Stoke
Plymouth, Devon, England
Well, that was the Heicon that was. And all your American fears of the
Hugo awards being swamped, by us Europeans has proved false. It was a great
pity really, but from what I could gather at the Heicon, the con committee
was under the impression that the Hugo awards were English language awards
.
only, thus instructing the German members of the Heicon not to nominate for
the Hugo. . Thus there were not even nominations from Europe on the final
voting form. Which was a pity, because I would have thought that a fanzine like
MRU would have stood a very good chance.
.
Heicon was great fun. There were of course a few grumbles,
the Stadhalle in which it was held has absolutely atrocious acoustics, and
most of the program started at unearthly hours of 9 and 10-o’clock in the ' :
morning. But when one considers that the committee consisted of only four
people, and the work that they got through and the patience that ■they showed,
I think most of the Heicon attendees would join me in a vote of thanks to all
of them.
//As a supporting member, I received NOTHING from Heicon. NOTHING. ghl//
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//Let me amplify on thAt a bit. I received NO progress reports, voting
forms, program book, NOTHING. Is this usual for Worldcons? I have been
receiving all kinds of progress reports from Boscon. Could it be that we
Americans really do know how to put on better cons? ghl//
a

•
*

There were about iSOO'people"'Attending,' which while it does hot compare
with the massive American Worldcons, was a nice pleasant number. There
were sizeable delegations from France, Italy, Spain, Germany,-Belgium,
..
Netherlands, Britain ;ahd Sweden'and it was in truth a trtd.y XnteiTiational . ■>
convention. Well, t^ieh you can play a game of Diplomacy with.people from + •
four countries it dqeW’inake it- interesting!
.
’ •\ "
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It was- pleasant• W see so many American authors and fans around. Qbt to.. ..’
talk to or glahce at^ioul Anderson, Jack Vance, James Blish, Robert,.SiXverbergy,^’
Daniel Galouye, Jack Williamson, Larry Niven, as well as American fanswho.-/
seemed to dominate the proceedings? Bruce Pels, Elliot Shorter, JackChalker,
Wally Gonser, Bob Vardeman, Forrest Ackerman ... names, names, names!.
.

There will be? probably a bi-ahhual European convention, with a vague
scheme for a European sf award to be given bi-annually. The first con will
be in Trieste — to coincide with the film festival — in 1972. Sp maybe .
see some of you there?
.
. ..
. ... '

.
‘

Vision of Tomorrow?, the only British prozine, has folded with the Septem
ber issue. A prospect that I for one had been wondering at for some time.
Main reason;given was.?circulation trouble, also the publisher has had a heart
attack. But I was amazed that it ever sold at all, the standard of the contents
was so bad. If you can imagine a magazine with original stories the standard
of the magazine reprints from Amazing, in a style of British hack-writers of
the early fifties, there you had Vision of .Tomorrow. A pity though, cause
,
with its demise goes any plans for Sword & Sorcery, which was planned as a
companion magazine to be edited by Ken Bulmer, and which promised interesting
things.
,
; ■
Bie Hugos seem to have cropped up again in TB. Leaving aside the messup
of this year, I really wonder how representative any but the Best novel award
is. Jt would be interesting to know how many fans had actually read all the
stories in the shorter^categories. I would suspect very few.' After, all, who
.
reads all the..prozines?-More important perhaps, is the‘publicity -and nwrti, : . '
ability of various stories <> Did Dangerous Visions and Orbit series Hnnrinate
•
the Hugo nominations ’cause they were intrinsically the best stories,' or because
they had the most publicity?
?he comraderie and smallness of the sf field are both a curse.and a
blessing. Take Bug_Jackf Barron, if-it’had been published anywhere else , but
in sf, then it would have been dismissed as another hip-type not too hot
porno book. But because it was hailed by New Worlds, castigated by Wollheim,
it became a. cause celebre within the sf world and got a Hd|d'.npmiha£iop--:-

/• Pierce "ever ceases t0 ^ze *e.- Wherever rtufti; there is a letter
’+lerC!\
!h!,er bulk of his propaganda is staggering, punch drunk.
He seems, to.put forward the general idea that if he likedi.it, it is good old
style; if he does not, it is bad ’new wave. ’
• *■ '
•
„

While I like Gary Labdwitz’ s editorship, I do wish that he could keep his
comments to the end of a letter. It does interrupt the flow of a letter to have

a great long paragraph of. editorial opinion shoved in. If they were LOC's
fair endiigh, but I thought that TB was more of an open forum.

//it is! I have always tried to insert my comments between breaks in topic
in the original letter. I have always prefered this to waiting til the end
of the letter and repeating what was said and then commenting, ghl//
Bob Vardeman: While the ethics of Cohen’s Astounding Stories gambit are ■■■■.
no doubt, shaky, it is a hard world out there- in the real world, and if Astound
ing Stories was in the public domain then Cohen did have the legal right to
use it. I was interested to read Ted White’s article in Science Fiction
Review on the general opprobrium that Cohen has received. While I could
not care, less for Cohen, one cannot help but feel that sf authors are being >:
a little naive in the reality of the world. If they have signed away reprint '
rights —• as seems to be the case from White's article— then it is their - J
own fault. Ofrsure they can squeal hard deal and unfair practice, but they
should have read their contract! The ethics are not nice, but I get rather
tired of hearing that the sf field is like some sort of fairyland where every
thing should be done just right. The real world of legal in-fighting is not
a nice one, but sf is p^rt of it.
.

Now it is rather funny about Left Hand of Darkness, everywhere it has
received rave reviews for the intricate society, the new concepts, etc.
but 1 tend to agree with Bob Sabella, I found it excruciatingly dull, Still
that is me I suppose. But from a book that has won so much praise, I expect*
something more, something that will grip me and give one a further insight
into humanity—or even alienity, if there is such a word.

158 Liverpool St.:
Hobart, Tasmania
Australia 7000

wouldn t be

good coyer on TB, 63. However, except for the insignia, I
if it was a TV camera or a. laser cannon
.

interested-to know that the British magazine/paperback Ng4feLtings_inSF is now in its 17th or 18th issue, and is having
first three numbers, actually reissued with new covers. That doesn't happen
with prozines.
................
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With
man on 1216 sPot’ but the Summer
1?ZO issue of the British magazine Sight & Sound had a spread on THX 1138 and
WarnerdBrothaSsmade
UCIA bUt
ZoetroP®’ a sma11 studio backed by •
A pity Alma Hill couldn’t have dragged those points out of John Campbell
L™
ye?lagO When 1 let myself 1)6 telked into Gening UP for a writers'
course. I’m still paying the thing off. .

Wow, it’s confusing having two Michael O’Brien people in fandom ... but
in the same issue of TightbeamiI?
.
•

7^ d

^eu tbinking about joining the American SF Book Club (I’m already
°ne ’
having been nagged by magazine back covers for yeafi."!

'20

;

The only trouble is that I'd need an accomodation address in the USA, to lapse
into spy lingo; somebody to receive books and post them on to me by boat mail,
while sending me other information by airmail. Any volunteers for this
thankless task?
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Thoreau Ave>

Akron, Ohio 44306
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Well, now I've been in NFFF for a year. And I guess that's long enough
to consider myself overdue in getting my three cent's worth (inflation, you
know) in Tightbeam.

The cover on TB 63 is lovely. It reminds me of being out at the Firestone
country club here watching the taping of the CBS golf classic. Those jokers
on the camera rigs do (with the exception of costume) look just about like
that. There's something amusing, though, about a man surrounded by a couple
hundred thousand dollars' worth of equipment, perched up there atop a crane
fighting off birds and trying to keep the gawkers out of his field of view.
And I was surprised that they used no less than nine separate rigs on
eighteen holes for this type of tournament, what consists of just one four
some playing around. Looks like you didn't give the artist's name again,
shame.

//Didn't I? It's Grant Canfield. GRANT CANFIELD!!

G*R*A*N*T

C*A*N*F*I*E*L*D*I ghl//

The gimmicks in Slaughterhouse-Five don't really make it sf any more, than,
say, the presence of a little facile magic in TV's Bewitched, make it fantasy.
At least, nothing most fans would care to claim. Vonnegut's Dei ex Machina
are just irrelevancies, which, to me, don't do much for his story. If by some
strict definition it must be called sf, all right; but I wouldn't publicize
it. SF gets enough bad press from John Agar movies and super-hero comics
without this.
Orbit clothbounds come out twice yearly.
lagging somewhat behind, I think.

The paperbacks have been

A copy of New Worlds 200, a very thin and disappointing one, turned up
here about two months ago. I'm almost sure that was the last one. And by now
most of us no doubt know that Moorcock is trying to get it going in the US as
a paperbound magazine. Pity the poor people who used that SFR ad, though,
they have probably lost their money. There are as of now six Best of NW's
in cloth, and number four is coming from Berkley soon.
A couple of changes of address:
6?.
101.
122.
142.

correct your files NOW before you forget

Charles Cushing, 903-8315-105 St., Edmonton, 60, Alta., Canada
David M. Gorman, 3515 Lauriston Dr., New Castle, Ind. 47362 -'
John R. Isaac, 6344 W. Rowland Ave., Littleton," Colo. 80123
Alex Krislov, 2322 Lincoln Tower, 1800 Cannon Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43210

I lease send all changes and corrections to Janie Lamb and Gary H. Labowitz

